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LED STRIPS

Delivery, technical changes, errors and omissions exempted. Please take notice of the user manuals and latest information which can be downloaded from our site. All pictures are similar and partially symbolic.

TUBE & ROPE LIGHTS LED Strips

Design your rooms with light!
LED strips are versatile and convertible: Use them as eye-catching accents or as 
ambient light in the background! Depending on the type and shape of the strips, 
they are ideal for designing your rooms or outdoor areas with light. 

The LED strips can be divided, connected and extended. You can either solder 
them or string them together with the optional connectors available for many 
models. Just pay attention to the width and the contacts of your strips. As a ge-
neral rule: Strips with 12 V power supply can be divided at shorter intervals than 
strips with 24 V. However, the latter are better suited for longer distances (more 
than 5 meters). 

The closer the individual LED dots are to each other on a strip, the more flat the 
lighting appears. If the individual LEDs sit further apart, they appear more like 
dots. Both can be advantageous depending on the application.

White strips
Use white light to create the atmosphere in your rooms. Create a 
cosy atmosphere with warm white LEDs or a neutral cool impressi-
on with cold white LEDs:
1800-2500 K: extra warm light - makes you feel comfortable, cozy
2700-3200 K: warm light - like a conventional bulb
4000 K: neutral light - well suited for workstations
5000-6500 K: cold light - has a vitalising and modern effect  

Colored strips
Colored LED strips bring your design to life. Whether as ambient 
light behind pieces of furniture or as bar lighting in the discotheque: 
With coloured LED strips you set shining accents! In our assortment 
you will find strips with different color mixtures. In addition to the 
classic RGB strips, we also offer strips with RGBW LEDs (with cold 
white LEDs) and RGBWW LEDs (with warm white LEDs). 




